


[1]    BECHERVAISE, John M.
Blizzard and Fire: A Year at Mawson, Antarctica. Sydney,
Angus and Robertson, 1963. Octavo, pp. xii, 252 + eight leaves of
plates and maps; excellent in original black cloth with very good
dustwrapper that is a little worn at the extremities. $45
First edition. Spence, 108 (misdated); Renard, 99-100.

[2]    DAVIS, John King.
With the “Aurora” in the Antarctic 1911 – 1914. London,
Andrew Melrose Ltd, n.d. but 1919. Octavo, pp. [ii] (blank), xxii,
184 (last blank) + 42 leaves of plates, and six maps (one folding),
other maps and illustrations in the text, title-page printed in black
and red and within a single-line border; a tgouch of light foxing
here and there as always; a very good copy in the original gilt-
decorated blue cloth of the primary issue, the spine gilt a little
dulled as always (but less than usual); a very good copy. $2200
First edition, primary issue: an – uncommon – PRESENTATION COPY,
inscribed and signed by the author on the front endpaper to John Clayton,
February 1920.
Davis was commander of the exploring vessel S.Y. Aurora that played an
important part in Mawson’s famous 1911 – 1914 Antarctic expedition.
Davis’s account of the Aurora’s voyages during that expedition is the only
detailed account of that vessel’s part in the expedition – a point made by
Mawson in his introductory preface to this volume. Davis was also
commander of the Nimrod during Shackleton’s 1907-9 expedition as well
as commander of the 1916 Ross Sea Relief Expedition. Renard, 421;
Rosove, 87.A1 (binding variant a); Spence, 345.



[3]    DOORLY, James Gerald Stokely.
The Voyages of the ‘Morning’. London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1916.
Octavo, pp. xx, 224 (last colophon only) + 16 leaves of plates, four
leaves of music scores, and a folding map (following the text); original
pictorial pale greyish-blue cloth, bottom edge uncut, others trimmed; a
touch of slight foxing but an excellent copy. $4850
First edition: one of the scarcest of the primary accounts. A junior officer’s
account of the 1902 – 1904 voyages of the Morning as a supply ship to Scott’s
Antarctic Expedition in the Discovery and, subsequently, on a relief
expedition. William Colbeck was the Commander of the Morning, E.R.G.R.
Evans was Second Officer, and Doorly Third Officer. Doorly records the
discovery of Scott Island and the first landing on Beaufort Island.
A joint account of the Morning’s voyages was to be written by Evans and
Doorly but, when Colbeck indicated his intention to write an account, the joint
project was abandoned. It was some ten years later that Doorly finally
provided an account of the voyages in the present work. ANB, 13236;
Bagnall, D546; Renard, 450 (miscollated); Rosove, 96.A1; not in Spence.



[4]    HURLEY, James Francis (Frank).
Argonauts of the South... Being a Narrative of Voyagings and Polar
Seas and Adventures in the Antarctic with Sir Douglas Mawson
and Sir Ernest Shackleton. With 75 illustrations and maps. New
York and London, G.P. Putnam’s Sons The Knickerbocker Press, 1925.
Octavo, pp. [2] (blank), xvi (last blank), 290, [2] (blank) + 46 leaves of
plates, and two folding maps, light use but very good in the original
calico-grain dark green cloth, spine and front board lettered in gilt, top
edge gilt, others uncut, monotone photographic endpapers; with the
very rare dustwrapper, the fore-edge of the front panel somewhat
defective through insect damage. $1200
First edition: in a life filled with extraordinary experiences, including travels
in still unexplored New Guinea and working as Australia’s official war
photographer, Hurley was official photographer with Mawson’s Australasian
Antarctic Expedition, 1911 – 1913 as well as with Shackleton’s 1914
expedition; later again he joined Mawson’s 1929 B.A.N.Z.A.R.E. voyage.
This book describes his experiences in the Antarctic 1911 – 1914. The
dustwrapper, although imperfect is rare. Not in ANB; Renard, 768; Rosove,
178.A1; Spence, 615 (title mistranscribed).



[5]    HURLEY, James Francis (Frank).
Shackleton’s Argonauts: A Saga of the Antarctic
Ice-Packs. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1948.
Octavo, pp. xvi (last blank), 140 + 48 leaves of plates;
neat contemporary gift inscription on blank verso of
free front endpaper, very good in original ice blue
cloth, without the usual mottling, map endpapers,
with slightly edge-worn dustwrapper. $65
First impression of this new edition: scarce. This new
edition of Hurley’s 1925 account of Shackleton’s 1914
expedition, with a different selection of photographs and
with some changes and re-working, does not include his
account of Mawson’s Australasian Antarctic Expedition,
1911 – 1913. ANB, 22024; Renard, 769; Rosove, 178.B1;
Spence, 616.

[6]    LASERON, Charles Francis.
South with Mawson: Reminiscences of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911 – 1914.
Sydney, The Australasian Publishing Co. Pty. Ltd. in
association with George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd., 1947.
Octavo, pp. 224 (last colophon only) + 14 leaves of
plates; neat contemporary gift inscription on blank
verso of free front endpaper, very good in original
grey-green cloth, map endpapers, with slightly edge-
rubbed dustwrapper. $55
First edition: the primary issue. Scarce account by the
Assistant-Biologist to the expedition. Not in ANB; Renard,
873; Rosove, 196.A1; Spence, 684.

[7]    LASERON, Charles Francis.
South with Mawson: Reminiscences of the Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911 – 1914. London, George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd. in
association with The Australasian Publishing Co. Pty. Ltd., 1947. Octavo, pp. 224 (last colophon only) + 14 leaves of plates; bookplate on blank
verso of free front endpaper, very good in original grey-green cloth, map endpapers, with little edge-worn price-clipped dustwrapper. $65
First edition: the secondary (London) issue. London issue of the Australian-printed and bound sheets, binding, and dustwrapper, varying only in the imprint on
the title-page, spine, and dustwrapper. Not in ANB; not in Renard; Rosove, 196.A2; Spence, 683.



[8]    LASERON, Charles Francis.
South with Mawson: Reminiscences of the Australasian Antarctic
Expedition, 1911 – 1914. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1957. Octavo,
pp. xii, 196 (last blank) + eight leaves of plates; excellent in original
boards, map endpapers, with like dustwrapper. $50
Second edition: with a new selection of photographic illustrations. Renard,
874; Rosove, 196.B1; not in Spence.

[9]    LAW, Philip.
Antarctic Odyssey. Melbourne, Heinemann, 1983. Octavo, pp. xii (last
blank), 184 + 24 leaves of plates (eight coloured), other illustrations,
diagrams, maps, etc in the text; excellent in original boards, map
endpapers, with near fine dustwrapper. $120
First edition: signed by the author on the title-page. Renard, 894.

[10]    LAW, Phillip.
Australian Coastal Exploration in Antarctica. London, Royal
Geographical Society , 1958. Octavo, pp. [12] + two leaves of plates;
original wrappers, rust mark on the front wrapper but very good. $40
First separate edition: reprinted (mainly for authorial use) from The
Geographical Journal. Renard, 881.

[11]    LAW, Phillip.
New ANARE Landings in Australian Antarctic Territory 1960.
London, Royal Geographical Society , 1962. Octavo, pp. [12] + one
leaf of plates and a map; original wrappers, pale damp mark in the
margin of the leaf of plates but very good, ANARE reprint number
stamp on the front wrapper. $35
First separate edition: reprinted (mainly for authorial use) from The
Geographical Journal. Renard, 886.



[12]    LAW, Phillip.
Australian Coastal Explorations in Antarctica, 1959. London, Royal
Geographical Society , 1961. Octavo, pp. 10 + one leaf of plates; original
wrappers, near fine. $30
First separate edition: reprinted (mainly for authorial use) from The
Geographical Journal. Renard, 884.

[13]    LAW, Phillip.
Australia and the Antarctic. The John Murtagh Macrossan Memorial
Lectures, 1960. Brisbane (St Lucia), University of Queensland Press,
1962. Octavo, pp. 22, with maps in the text; very good in original
wrappers (a little tanned at the extremities). $35
First edition. Renard, 885; Spence, 690.

[14]    LAW, Phillip.
The Exploration of Oates Land. Adelaide, [Royal eographical Society
of Australasia, S.A. Branch, 1962. Small quarto, pp. [10] +one leaf of
plates, with maps in the text; an excellent copy in original wrappers. $45
First searate edition: printed presentation slip from Law as Director Antarctic
Division, Department of External Affairs. Reprinted from the Proceedings of the
R.G.S.A. (S.A. Branch), vol. 63. Renard, 889.

[15]    LAW, Phillip.
The Antarctic Voyage of HMAS Wyatt Earp. Sydney, Allen & Unwin,
1995. Octavo, pp. xii, 152, with illustrations and maps; fine in original
boards with dustwrapper. $45
First Edition: the first ANARE voyage.

[16]    McCOMBE, E.A.
Whales and Whalers or Life in the Antarctic. Sydney, New Century
Press, 1940. Octavo, pp. 236, [4] (advertisements) + eight leaves of
photographic plates; very good in original cloth, cheap paper embrowned
as always, with slightly chipped but uncommon dustwrapper. $75
First edition of this very scarce wartime book describing the author’s 1929
voyage to the Antarctic aboard a Norwegian whaler, commencing and
concluding in Hobart. The author was one of several Australians and New
Zealanders in the crew. ANB, 28773; Renard, 949; not in Spence.



[17]    [MAWSON, Sir Douglas].
Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (South Australian
Branch). Annual Meeting, July, 1912. President’s Address…
Adelaide, W.K. Thomas & Co., 1912. Small duodecimo, pp. 20;
original wrappers (the wrappers included in the pagination). $185
Scarce: reporting in detail on Mawson’s Australasian Antarctic Expedition;
also Amundsen’s and Scott’s achievement of the South Pole. Not traced in
Renard.



The handsome official
account of Mawson’s
Australasian Antarctic
Expedition 1911 –
1914. See next page.



[18]    MAWSON, Douglas.
The Home of the Blizzard: being the Story of the Australasian
Antarctic Expedition 1911 – 1914. London, William Heinemann,
1915. Two volumes, thick octavo, pp. [ii] (blank), xxx (errata list on p.
xx), 350 (last blank), [2] (blank), with 106 leaves of monochrome
plates (including a photogravure frontispiece with titling-tissue), three
double-page plates, and one folding plate, eight leaves of coloured
plates with titling-tissues, other illustrations (including maps) in the
text + pp. [ii] (blank), xiv, 338, [2] (colophon, verso blank), with 90
leaves of monochrome plates (including a photogravure frontispiece
with titling-tissue), four double-page plates, one folding plate, ten
leaves of coloured plates with titling-tissues, and three large folding
tinted maps in an end-pocket, other illustrations (including maps) in the
text; original silver-pictorial dark blue rib-grain cloth, spines lettered
and ruled in gilt (slightly dulled), front boards lettered in gilt with a
central vignette in silver, titled in the image “Leaning on the Wind”
(this unblemished and distinctly rare thus), back boards with
publisher’s device in blind; bottom edges uncut, blue top edges, fore-
edges trimmed; a particularly fine, crisp and clean set. $3500
First edition. The classic account of Australian Antarctic exploration,
frequently reprinted, revised, abridged, and translated. Mawson’s first
expedition was an epic of endurance and this and his subsequent work in the
Antarctic form the most significant basis to Australia’s claim to its extensive
Antarctic Territory. The expedition charted the entire coastline between the
Mertz Glacier and Grassberg, forming the last link in the chain that connected
the discoveries of Dumont d’Urville, Wilkes, Scott, and Drygalski. Most
importantly, they systematically explored King George V Land and the
adjacent Terra Adelie.
Mawson’s book includes a self-effacing account of his epic journey across
five hundred kilometres of Adelie Land in 1912, without a tent and most of
his food, “one of the great feats of human endurance” (Richards). This edition
not in ANB; Richards, 337; Renard, 1022; Rosove, 217.A1 (binding b – no
priority); Spence, 774.



[19]    MAWSON, Sir Douglas.
“The Unveiling of Antarctica” [extract from]
Report of the Twenty-second Meeting of the
Australian Association for the Advancement of
Science… Melbourne, H.J. Green, Government
Printer, 1935. Octavo, pp. [ii], 38 + five folding
maps (some colour), full-page map in the text; fine
in attractive quarter dark blue morocco. $330
First printing of Mawson’s important address as
President of A.N.Z.A.A.S. His paper details the
progressive discovery of Antarctica and includes a very
early account of his own B.A.N.Z.A.R.E. expedition.
He records in a note on p. 28 that the Commonwealth
Government had just undertaken to print the complete
reports. Not traced in Renard.

[20]    MAWSON, Sir Douglas.
A collection of memorial ephemera. Various
places, 1958 – 1961. Three pieces, octavo or small
quarto; shallow old folds, fine. $220
Comprising: Order of Service for the State Funeral of
Sir Douglas Mawson, 16 October 1958; Order of
Service for Memorial Service of Sir Douglas Mawson,
20 October 1958; Programme for the Inauguration of
the Mawson Institute of Antarctic Research, 15 April,
1961.

[21]     [MAWSON] PRICE, A. Grenfell.
The Winning of Australian Antarctica. Mawson’s B.A.N.Z.A.R.E. Voyages 1929-31. Based on the Mawson Papers… Being
Volume I, the Geographical Report, of the B.A.N.Z. Antarctic Research Expedition, 1929-31, Reports - Series A. Sydney, Angus &
Robertson, 1962. Small quarto, pp. xviii, 242, (last blank) + frontispiece portrait and 12 maps and sketches (3 double-page, 3 folding),
with a section of plates at pp. 203-34; a very good copy in original boards with like dustwrapper. $75
First edition: an important book,  published for the Mawson Institute for Antarctic Research, University of Adelaide. Renard, 1943-4; Spence, 779.



[22]    [SOUTHERN CROSS EXPEDITION, 1898 – 1900]
BORCHGREVINK, Carsten E.
First on the Antarctic Continent, being an Account of the British
Antarctic Expedition, 1898-1900. London, Newnes, 1901. Octavo, pp.
xvi, 334 (last blank), [2] (blank), 32 (advertisements dated in code
“1.01” on the first page) + one leaf of plates (photogravure frontispiece
portrait), and three folding tinted maps (following the terminal blank
leaf), with numerous illustrations in the text (many full-page); spine a
little dulled but a very good copy in original silver and gilt pictorial
cloth, spine lettered in gilt with a gilt vignette of the author standing in
the Antarctic, front board lettered in gilt and with an attractive gilt and
silver block of a ship in ice; top edge gilt, others uncut. $2500
First edition (primary binding) of an attractive and important book.
This is the leader and organiser’s account of the Antarctic cruise of the
Southern Cross, the first expedition to winter in the Antarctic continent and
were the first to use dogs in the Antarctic. Borchgrevink had been a member
of Henrik Bull’s Antarctic expedition in 1895, during which the first recorded
landing on the Antarctic continent was made at Cape Adare, January 1895.
After speaking at public meetings in Melbourne and Sydney in 1895,
Borchgrevink won the financial backing of Sir George Newnes to undertake
this expedition. The party made first landings on Coulman Island and Ross
Island, built a hut at Cape Adare, and were the first to travel over the Ross Ice
Shelf, establishing a new furthest south. Louis Bernacchi was a member of the
expedition and wrote his own account of it, also published in 1901. Not in
ANB; Renard, 152; Rosove, 45.A1; Spence, 151. See also R.A. Swan “A
Nineteenth-Century ‘New Australian’ in the Antarctic” (J.R.A.H.S., vol. 46)
and ADB entry.



[23]    [SOUTHERN CROSS EXPEDITION, 1898 – 1900] LANKESTER, E. Ray
and Professor Jeffrey BELL (editors).
Report on the Collections of Natural History Made in the Antarctic Regions
during the Voyage of the “Southern Cross”. London, Printed by Order of the
Trustees [of The British Museum], 1902. Octavo, pp. x, 344; 53 lithographed plates
(nine coloured lithographs by H. Gronvold), eight full-page photographic plates, with
illustrations in the text; original dark green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, trivial touch of
flecking, small neat ownership stamp of the Director British Museum Natural History
in the bottom margin of the title-page, a fine copy.       $2750
Rare: first edition of the scientific reports of Borchgrevink’s Southern Cross expedition.
Among the scientific contributors was Edward A. Wilson (five coloured plates and notes on
Antarctic seals) who at the time of publication had left with Scott’s first, Discovery,
expedition. While the contents are almost entirely scientific, the book also includes extracts
from the private diary of Nicolai Hanson.
The present copy appears almost certainly to have belonged to one of the editors, Ray
Lankester, who was Director of the Natural History Department, British Museum 1898 –
1907. Renard, 865; Rosove, 46.A1; Spence, 968.



[24]    VILLIERS, Alan John.
To the Frozen South. Hobart, Davies Brothers Limited, n.d.
but 1924. Quarto, pp. [viii], 96,with illustrations and maps in
the text; very good in original cut-flush gilt-printed green
papered boards, unlettered dark green cloth spine. $660
First edition – very scarce – of the first book by one of the most noted
and most prolific twentieth-century writers of the sea. This volume
collects fifteen articles first published in the Hobart Mercury
newspaper in May and June 1924 describing his voyage as a whaler’s
labourer on the 1923-1924 Norwegian Whaling Expedition to the
Antarctic aboard the Sir James Clark Ross. The Mercury provided
Villiers with camera, film, and writing materials. ANB, 46041;
Renard, 1645; not in Spence.



[25]    BROWN, Henry Yorke Lyell.
Government Geologist’s Report on a Journey from Adelaide to
Hale River [bound with] Report on Journey from Warrina to
Musgrave Ranges [bound with] Reports of Coal-bearing Area in
Neighbourhood of Leigh’s Creek, &c. [bound with] Government
Geologist’s Report on Country in Neighbourhood of Lake Eyre
[bound with] Further Geological Examinations of Leigh’s Creek
and Hergott Districts, &c. Adelaide, Government Printer, 1889 –
1892. Five pieces, foolscap folio, with large folding maps, folding
plans, and plates; the five pieces bound together in early binder’s
cloth, about fine. $880
A very good collection of five very scarce official reports of exploration
undertaken by the most active (if relatively unsung) explorer of the late
colonial and early Federal era. The papers collected here provide an
overview of his earliest work in relatively unexplored regions of central
Australia.
The volume comprises:
(i) Government Geologist’s Report on a Journey from Adelaide to Hale
River (pp. 8 + folding map, and folding plan). Adelaide, H.F. Leader,
Government Printer, 1889.
(ii) Report on Journey from Warrina to Musgrave Ranges (pp. 6 + large
folding map, and large folding section plan). Adelaide, H.F. Leader,
Government Printer, 1890.
(iii) Reports of Coal-bearing Area in Neighbourhood of Leigh’s Creek, &c.
(pp. 14 + large folding map, two large folding cross-sections, and three
plates). [Adelaide, Government Printer, 1891].
(iv) Government Geologist’s Report on Country in Neighbourhood of Lake
Eyre (pp. 6 + map and two sheets of diagrams). Adelaide, [C.E. Bristow,
Government Printer], 1892.
(v) Further Geological Examinations of Leigh’s Creek and Hergott Districts,
&c. (pp. 14 + large folding map, a plate, and a section plan;). [Adelaide,
C.E. Bristow, Government Printer, 1892].



[26]    CARNEGIE, David Wynford.
Spinifex and Sand: a Narrative of Five Years’ Pioneering and
Exploration in Western Australia. London, C. Arthur Pearson, 1898.
Octavo, pp. xvi, 454, [2] (blank) + four folding maps (two in a rear
endpocket), with many illustrations in the text throughout (including
full-page frontispiece portrait); early owner’s name on front endpaper,
two maps with very short edge tears (no loss), an excellent copy in
original pictorial cloth. $3300
First edition of one of the most enthralling works of inland exploration.
Travelling with Lord Percy Douglas, Carnegie was an enthusiastic prospector
on the Western Australian goldfields. Lord Douglas returned to England to
raise the finance for Carnegie’s first, ninety-day, expedition of 1894 in which
he covered approximately eight hundred and fifty miles of largely unexplored
territory around Hampton Plains, Victoria Springs, Mount Shenton and Mount
Ida. His subsequent 1896-7 expedition was to establish the nature of the
country between the southern goldfields and the Kimberleys in the north, and
between the east-west routes taken by Warburton and Forrest in 1874.
“One of the most enthralling works of inland exploration. As a writer,
Carnegie is without rival in the entire literature of Australian inland
exploration” (Wantrup). Ferguson, 7960; Wantrup, 196a.



[27]    ELDER SCIENTIFIC EXPLORING EXPEDITION.
Handbook of Instructions for the Guidance of the Officers of the
Elder Scientific Exploration Expedition to the unknown portions
of Australia. Adelaide, W.K. Thomas & Co., Printers, 1891. Octavo,
pp. 40 (last blank); an excellent copy in slightly sunned original
wrappers. $275
Scarce: written not merely for use by participants in the expedition, the
detailed instructions in this handbook were essentially a guide for any
future scientific expeditions in Australia. Futhermore, this handbook offers
a real insight into the priorities, objectives, and protocols of the expedition.
It includes notes on photography, meteorology, and the collection and
preservation of natural history specimens. In addition there is a guide to the
pronounciation of Aboriginal dialects and a list of 81 words for which the
Aboriginal translation was to be sought on every occasion. Ferguson, 9409;
Wantrup, 209.



[28]    ELDER SCIENTIFIC EXPL-
ORING EXPEDITION. LINDSAY,
David.
Journal of the Elder Scientific
Exploring Expedition, 1891-2. Under
Command of D. Lindsay. Adelaide, C.E.
Bristow, 1893. One volume, octavo, text,
and octavo-size printed cardboard folder
with two large folding maps; maps and
text in fine state, the text volume with the
wrappers renewed at some time, retaining
the original front wrapper. $1650
First public edition of the official account,
complete with the folder of maps; one of 500
copies printed. Lindsay led this elaborate
scientific expedition, organised by the South
Australian Branch of the Royal Geographical
Society and fully equipped by Sir Thomas
Elder, to explore as much of the unknown
interior as possible between South Australia
and the west coast.
Beset by internal conflicts, the expedition
collapsed in chaos, although it had demonst-
rated that the country was not suitable for
settlement. Ferguson, 9409a; Wantrup, 208.



[29]    ELDER SCIENTIFIC EXPLORING EXPEDITION.
A complete set of the scientific reports of the Elder Scientific
Exploring Expedition. Adelaide, Royal Society of South Australia,
1892 – 1896. Octavo, complete with all required plates and Victor
Streich’s folding coloured geological map of the expedition; fine in
contemporary dark blue binder’s cloth. $1850
WITH INDEX LEAF IN THE HAND OF SIR WALTER BALDWIN SPENCER

Rare. The complete series of scientific and anthropological reports of the
Elder Scientific Exploring Expedition, published as the three parts of volume
XVI of the Transactions of the Royal Society of South Australia, over 1892 –
1896: finely associated.
Although David Lindsay published a leader’s ‘official’ narrative of this
strife-torn expedition, the supplementary scientific and anthropological
material was never published in book form, while the extensive series of
anthropological photographs were only published for highly limited – mainly
institutional – distribution.
The present carefully assembled set of the reports published in the
Transactions 1892-6 includes a neat contemporary manuscript index leaf in
the hand of Sir Walter Baldwin Spencer whose copy this evidently was.



[30]    GREGORY, John Walter.
The Dead Heart of Australia: A Journey around Lake Eyre in the
summer of 1901 – 1902, with some account of the Lake Eyre Basin
and the Flowing Wells of Central Australia. London, John Murray,
1906. Octavo, pp. xvi, 384 + 16 leaves of plates, six folding coloured
maps, and one full-page map (“Map of Lake Torrens according to Eyre
and Sturt”, facing page 252 but not included in the list of maps and
plates); very good in the little soiled original tan cloth, the spine and
front board lettered in gilt, heart-shaped photographic illustration of
desert stones inset on the front board surrounded by a plain-line heart-
shaped frame in gilt; top edge gilt, others uncut. $1200
First edition, the primary issue. This important book records Gregory’s
expedition to the Central Australian deserts of the Lake Eyre Basin with
students and colleagues from the University of Melbourne. Gregory’s Dead
Heart Expedition was the first major scientific exploration of the new century
and made important contributions to the understanding of the inhospitable
region. He was the first to use the phrase ‘Dead Heart’ to describe Australia’s
arid heartland, an expression which has since entered the language.
The first issue of the first edition is extremely scarce. Printed in limited
numbers (typically as few as only 800 copies of such a book would have been
printed), a substantial number of the unsold sheets were re-issued with a
cancel title-page in 1909 as part of Murray’s Imperial Library. The number of
extant copies of the 1909 re-issue on the market seem to outnumber by as
much as three to one the number of copies of the primary issue, with
consequently as few at two or three hundred copies of the 1906 primary issue
perhaps ever distributed. ANB, 18412; Greenway, 4128; Mills, R74.



[31]    [HORN
SCIENTIFIC EXP-
LORING EXPEDIT-
ION] SPENCER,
W.Baldwin, Edward
Charles STIRLING,
and Francis James
GILLEN.
Through Larapinta
Land [bound with
three other separate
printings]. No imprints
but Melbourne,
Melville, Mullen and
Slade, 1896. Four
pieces, quarto, pp. [ii],
xv-xvii, 1-136, [2]
(blank) + eleven leaves
of plates and a large
folding map, with
illustrations in the text;
pp. [ii], 139-200 (last
blank), with full-page
map on p. 199; pp. 158
(last blank), with illust-
rations and diagrams in
the text; pp. [ii], 161-
196 + 20 leaves of
plates (plates 1a, 1b, 2-
19), of which six are
folding (four of these
coloured); occasional
touch of foxing, bound
together in contemp-
orary maroon buckram
(flecked and the spine



sunned), in very good condition.      $2400
Rare: virtually unrecorded. PRESENTATION COPIES of four separately-printed sections
from the official Report on the Work of the Horn Scientific Expedition to Central
Australia, printed as authorial gifts.
The volume comprises individual contributions to the complete four-volume official
Report: W. Baldwin Spencer’s Through Larapinta Land: A Narrative of the Horn
Expedition to Central Australia (with a separate title-page), and Spencer’s Summary of
the Zoological, Botanical, and Geological Results of the Expedition (with a separate
title-page), Edward Charles Stirling’s Anthropology (drop title), and F.J. Gillen’s Notes
on some Manners and Customs of Aborigines of the McDonnell Ranges belonging to
the Arunta Tribe (with a separate title-page) – eleven of the plates illustrating Gillen’s
article are engraved by Robert Wendel and printed by Troedel.
These separate printings are inscribed to A.W. Howitt, with the inscribed portion of
each wrapper clipped and pasted to their respective first leaves. Apart from that
inscribed portion, the wrappers have not been retained. At the time Howitt, who had
thirty years earlier made his name as the discoverer of the lost Burke and Wills
Exploring Expedition, was considered the doyen of Australian anthropologists and
scientific explorers, which makes this a particularly pleasing assemblage of these rare
pieces.
With the exception of Spencer’s Through Larapinta Land, recorded by McLaren, it
appears that these separate printings from volumes 1 and 4 of the Report are
unrecorded. Not in Ferguson; McLaren, 15099 (Spencer only: omits terminal blank);
Greenway, 8683 (Spencer only).



[32]    LEWIS, John.
Fought and Won. Adelaide, W.K. Thomas & Co., “The Register”
Office, Printers and Publishers, 1922. Octavo, pp. [ii] (the half-
title, verso blank: being the free front endpaper and counted in the
pagination as pp. [i-ii]) + [iii]-xviii, 244 (last blank) + 25 leaves of
plates, and a folding map; morocco-grain purple cloth, the spine
and front board lettered in gilt and boards decorated in black, the
cloth with a few slight marks, an excellent copy. $330
First edition: PRESENTATION COPY, inscribed and signed on the front
endpaper
 John Lewis, explorer, pastoralist and politician was born in South
Australia in 1844, the year in which his father, an emigrant labourer,
accompanied Sturt on his great Central Australian expedition. Lewis ran
away from home at 14 and worked on outback properties, becoming a
consummate bushman. With a small party, including his brother, James,
he went overland to the Northern Territory in 1872. He was employed by
the government as a courier between the construction parties on the
Overland Telegraph Line and established on his own a prospecting
company at Palmerston – soon to be renamed Darwin. Within a short
time he had established several operations involving exploration, gold-
mining and pastoral activities at Palmerston and Port Essington. When
the new century arrived Lewis had built an empire of pastoral properties
in the Northern Territory, South Australia, Queensland and New South
Wales. His son, Essington Lewis, the great director of B.H.P., shared his
father’s energy and far-sightedness. ANB, 25815; Greenway, 5621.



[33]    MADIGAN, Cecil Thomas.
Crossing the Dead Heart. Melbourne, Georgian House, 1946.
Octavo, pp. xiv, 172 (last colophon only: Hassell Press, Adelaide), [2]
(integral blank) + 16 leaves of plates, and a folding map; fine in
original cloth with like dustwrapper. $110
First edition: this important 1939 expedition finally completed the discovery
of the Simpson Desert that had progressively been uncovered by Sturt (1845),
Winnecke (1883), Lindsay (1886), Day (1916), and Colson (1936).



[34]    SPENCER, Walter Baldwin and Francis James GILLEN.
The Northern Tribes of Central Australia. London, Macmillan and Co.,
1904. Octavo, pp. xxxvi, 784 + two folding coloured plates with printed
facing tissue guide plates, a folding map, three folding tables, with hundreds
of illustrations (many photographic) in the text; a touch of spotting but an
excellent copy, entirely uncut in the original green cloth, the spine lettered
and decorated in gilt, gilt vignette on the front board. $990
First edition of the very scarce second publication by Spencer and Gillen. This is a
pleasing association copy, with the pencilled ownership inscription of prominent
ornithologist J.A. Campbell, dated Armadale, 1904, on the free front endpaper.

[35]    SPENCER, Walter Baldwin and Francis James GILLEN.
Across Australia. London, Macmillan and Co., 1912. Two volumes,
octavo, pp. xvi, 254 + 70 leaves of plates (five leaves coloured); pp. xx,
255-516 (last colophon only), 4 (integral advertisements) + 137 leaves of
plates (two leaves coloured), two printed tissue guide plates (facing the
coloured plates), and two folding maps; a fine, bright, and firm copy in
original red cloth, a trivial blemish here and there, top edges gilt, others
trimmed. $2200
First edition, second impression. Spencer and Gillen’s scientific expeditions in
Central Australia, which resulted in a series of major scientific texts, were the
beginnings of modern Australian anthropological fieldwork. Following two
scientific volumes in 1899 and 1904, this narrative was published in handsome
two-volume format in June 1912. An immediate success, the book went through
two printings within a few months in 1912.



[36]    TIETKENS, William Harry.
Journal of the Central Australian Exploring Expedition, 1889.
Adelaide, C.E. Bristow, 1891. Octavo, pp. [ii], 84 + large folding map,
and folding geological sketch; near fine in original wrappers. $1750
The extremely scarce first edition of the official account of this important
expedition.
Tietkens had already twice served under Giles when, in 1889, he was
appointed by the extraordinarily active South Australian Branch of the Royal
Geographical Society of Australasia to lead an expedition to explore the land
around Lake Amadeus in the Northern Territory.
Leaving behind the settlement at Alice Springs, he set out in March 1889
with four men and twelve camels, heading west along the Macdonnell
Ranges. Over the next five months Tietkins followed a meandering route,
exploring the area and prospecting for minerals. At the end of May he
discovered a large lake which he named Lake Macdonald. His survey of
Lake Macdonald led him to the southern banks of Lake Amadeus. From here
he headed south and then east across the land he had explored with Giles
over a decade earlier and returned to Charlotte Waters.
The book includes several scientific appendices written by notable
Australian scientists: botany is described by Ferdinand von Mueller and
Professor Ralph Tate, and the geological section is by H.Y.L. Brown.
With only 600 copies printed, this is an elusive exploration pamphlet.
Ferguson 17169; Wantrup 207.



[37]    [WELLS] BASEDOW, Herbert.
Journal of the Government North-West Expedition. Adelaide, Royal
Geographical Society of Australasia, South Australian Branch, 1914.
Octavo, pp. [ii], [57]-242 + 59 leaves of plates, and a large folding
map; about fine in original grey-green wrappers, the title repeated on
the front wrapper. $330
First edition of the official account of this important scientific and
anthropological expedition under the leadership of L.A. Wells that linked
“together the areas traversed by the Horn and Elder Expeditions”.
Basedow’s narrative comprises the diary journal of this 1903 expedition,
which was primarily a search for minerals to the Musgrave, Petermann,
Tomkinson and Mann Ranges. It includes his detailed observations of the land
explored, the Aborigines, and the natural history of the country traversed. Not
in ANB; Greenway, 729 (periodical printing only); Mills, Q1A.



[38]    WINNECKE, Charles.
Journal, etc., of the Horn Scientific Exploring
Expedition to Central Australia (with plates and
plans). Adelaide, C.E. Bristow, Government Printer,
1896. Foolscap folio, pp. 32 + large folding map,
three folding charts & 13 fine photographic plates; a
fine copy in later half calf. $2500
Rare: publication of Winnecke’s exploratory and
surveying narrative printed in this parliamentary paper
was suppressed following personal representations from
William Austin Horn, the expedition’s financier, to the
premier after Winnecke and Horn had fallen out over
finances.
The Horn Expedition, to examine the country between
Oodnadatta and the MacDonnell Ranges, was the most
elaborate expedition of scientific exploration undertaken
throughout the entire colonial era. Originally it was
intended that Winnecke’s narrative as leader of the
expedition was to have been included in the four-volume
‘official’ account edited by Baldwin Spencer. But
Winnecke’s dispute with Horn made that impossible and
this parliamentary printing was published under the
auspices of the Royal Geographical Society of
Australasia (South Australian Branch) in conjunction
with the Survey Department and the Minister for the
Northern Territory. When this parliamentary printing was
suppressed by the premier, Winnecke arranged general
publication of the narrative himself in a public octavo
format through Bristow in Adelaide in the following year.
McLaren, 16973; see also Mulvaney and Calaby, So
Much that is New, pp. 132-4, for details of the
suppression of this printing.
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